PHD AT
DEGGENDORF INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (DIT)

INTERNAL PHD CANDIDATES
• Cooperate in research activities at DIT
• Employed as research associate at DIT

EXTERNAL PHD CANDIDATES
• Not employed by DIT
• Research activities are done or you consider to do them; without any contacts to potential supervisors at DIT

COURSES AT DIT’S GRADUATE CENTRE
• Doing a PhD at DIT? Is that for me?
• Academic Certificate: Research and Doctoral Studies Competencies
• Networking and PhD workshops

• Developing the research project (proposal) together with the DIT supervisor and finding a supervisor at a university
• Subscribing at the university’s faculty’s PhD list
• Participation in a PhD programme at the university

Doctor of Business Administration (DBA)
• Extra-occupational
• Applied focus
• Highly structured
• Higher costs

Seminars and Workshops supporting your PhD process can be found here: www.th-deg.de/doctorate.